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Abstract

Banking and its issues do not respect jurisdictional boundaries. Whatever form “brexit” eventually takes the most significant aspects of banking regulation are, and will remain, international. This paper considers the UK’s continuing need for cross-border engagement with the EU in the key operational areas of standard setting, supervision, crisis management, anti-money laundering and payments systems. In addition, it looks at how close coordination with the EU can help address the risk of “regulatory capture” and, separately, in improving culture, ethics and governance in banking.

Consequently, it is important that the UK and the other European states, together with other jurisdictions, continue to work to maintain and develop cross-border cooperation. Moreover, the UK, and the other states, will continue to need to conform to the highest global standards. This will extend to cross-border supervision and coordination set against a background of common standard setting.

At some point it is inevitable that there will be another serious banking crisis. The effects are likely to extend across borders. Consequently, even outside the EU, the eurozone and the scope of the European Central Bank, the UK will need to prepare and to engage closely with the EU’s developing financial crisis management arrangements. This will include cross-border recovery and resolution planning.

In addition, many UK based banks participate in global financial markets. These are vast with, for example, turnover in foreign exchange runs at some $5 trillion a day and these international markets have a considerable influence on the UK’s domestic economy. Many of these trades are cleared with central counterparties (CCPs) which may be located in mainland EU states (e.g. Eurex Clearing and Nasdaq OMX).
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All CCPs present operational and credit risks and the UK will need to continue, post-brexit, to have a close interest in these organisations and to continue to satisfy EU CCP standards.

Further, cross-border liaison will still be necessary to prevent money laundering and sanctions breaking. Cross-border prevention of market abuse and money laundering will continue to be important and the UK, post-brexit, will need to work with a variety of EU bodies such as the Expert Group on Money Laundering and Terrorist Financing, the EU Financial Intelligence Units Platform and the Joint Committee of European Supervisory Authorities.

Similarly, the UK will still need to be involved in the EU’s payment systems to ensure continuing access for trade and investment. This will be necessary so that the UK can continue to influence access and transaction costs and the technical and regulatory standard required as the payment systems evolve.

More broadly, whenever financial institutions form a significant part of an economy there is a risk of actual, or perceived, “regulatory capture”. This is a particular risk in the UK where, for example, the banking industry employs some five hundred thousand people and pays a significant proportion of total taxes. Consequently, there is an increased need to work closely, whether formally or informally, with other EU regulators to ensure that the standards that are set are those designed to benefit markets and consumers and not simply the result of industry lobbying.

Finally, the financial crisis and subsequent scandals have revealed serious deficiencies in the culture, ethics and governance of banks. Many senior individuals were able to escape any responsibility due to a lack of individual accountability. Again, many of these institutions operated internationally and it is important that the EU and UK continue to work, post-brexit, to ensure that senior individuals in banks are held to account and that financial institutions work to the highest standards of cultural and ethical behaviour.

All of this confirms the need for continuing close UK and EU cooperation in financial services if only to avoid significant problems in the future whatever that might look like.

1. Introduction

“No man is an island entire of itself; every man is a piece of the continent, a part of the main; if a clod be washed away by the sea, Europe is the less, as well as if a promontory were”\(^1\)

Following the brexit referendum the UK may seek to remove itself from the EU but in the context of financial services, and specifically, banking this may not be fully

possible. This paper does not seek to cover all the linkages but instead concentrates on a number of significant aspects where, post-Brexit, the UK will continue to need to work closely with EU institutions. Failure to do so may increases significantly the risk of both financial crises and financial crime.

Much of the rule-making in these areas take the form of supra-national “soft” law. As a major participant in global financial markets the UK needs to enact regulations to implement these expectations. Moreover, the UK has an important role in the formation of these “soft” laws. Currently, many of these have been promulgated in the form of EU Directives and Regulations. Again, as a member of the EU the UK has been very influential in this process. However, post-Brexit this is unlikely to continue. Nevertheless, the UK will still be expected to implement and enforce these global “soft” laws. This will need to be in lock-step with developments in the EU if financial services in the UK are to have access to EU markets and for there still to be a level of mutual recognition.

In a financial “multipolar world” with “cross-border financial transactions and regulations [it is] imperative to cooperate.”2 This is exacerbated by significant macroeconomic imbalances and national regulatory tools are likely to be ineffective unless undertaken in concert with other countries and international authorities. In addition, a failure to cooperate and to introduce and maintain recognised equivalent regulatory systems may result in financial markets being closed to UK based firms. Moreover, the UK’s financial stability defences are only as good as those developed and enhanced by its neighbours. There are analogies in the area of defences against human, animal, arboreal and crop diseases and the need for close international cooperation.

It is possible to view regulation as the outcome of competing financial interests and in this context there may be siren voices arguing against continuing cooperation with EU institutions. Moreover, in order to reinforce their case, they may seek to claim, for example, that EU proposals are contrary to the national interest. They may also state that local regulations needs to be protected since there are differences between national conceptual approaches to regulation.3 In some instances this may be correct while in others it may just be “special pleading”. There will be other circumstances where regulation is seen as a form of national competitive advantage. This could be because regulation, and its enforcement, is lax. Alternatively, strict enforcement action may improve the attractiveness of markets.4

States compete to attract firms to invest within their borders and to retain those that have already done so. However, it is unclear to what extent regulation and particularly financial services regulation is a significant factor in these corporate deci-

---


4 For example, a higher propensity for US regulators to undertake enforcement action deters certain firms from seeking a US listing and thus acts as signaling device to investors and consequently reduces costs by increasing investor trust, John Coffee, *Law and the Market: The Impact of Enforcement* 156 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 229, 245–246 (2007).
The need to minimise Coasian transaction costs, which include regulation, will be important. Nevertheless, the evidence, based on bank cross-border acquisitions, appears to support the view that the strength and “quality of bank regulation plays an economically important role...” with strong regulation providing a sound base for cross-border growth and expansion. However, while there are real risks that “suggest that domestic bank regulation and supervision have important [cross-border] spillover effects,” business regulatory arbitrage is subject to a number of constraints which include, for example, political and perception limits.

Consequently, it is important to recognise that regulation is susceptible to influence by national power groupings and economic interests, usually manifest in the realm of corporate governance. For example, this can be seen in the relative powers and responsibilities of shareholders, boards and other stakeholders or, in a related area, how reward and risk is allocated. The risk of “regulatory capture” is considered in more detail later.

Economic structures will also influence the structure of regulation and how banks and financial markets finance the “real” economy and the state and the role of the latter in these processes. This goes to the heart of the purpose of banking and its activities in national and global economies. However, while these issues are beyond the scope of this paper they demonstrate the importance of international cooperation particularly, for the UK, at the supra-national EU level. This is all the more relevant since all the important EU banks have operations in the UK and, by number, they constitute a significant part of the UK banking system.

---

5 There are numerous studies with conflicting results. For example, Houston et al supports the view that banks will move investments to jurisdictions with weaker regulation, Joel Houston, Chen Lin and Yue Ma, Regulatory Arbitrage and International Bank Flows, 57 Journal of Finance 1845, 1847 (2012).
9 Marc Moore, Corporate Governance in the Shadow of the State, 13 (Hart Publishing, Oxford, 2013), which considers “causes and consequences of the allocation of power within large economic organisations”.
11 The role of the state is often not immediately obvious and range from local usury laws to widespread market interventions in for example, the residential mortgage markets. For a broader consideration of this subject see Oonagh McDonald, Fannie Mae & Freddie Mac, 1–24 and 115–141,(Bloomsbury, London, 2012).
12 By number there are some 245 non-UK banks operating in the UK. Of these around ninety are other EU or Swiss banks (37%), twenty-three are US (9%), nine are Japanese (4%), twenty-three are Canadian and Australian (9%), thirteen are from other developed countries (5%) and just under ninety
This paper highlights the need for cooperation in five operational areas. These include the important and growing role of central counterparties, financial conglomerate cross-border supervision, international payments systems, the prevention and detection of financial crime and financial crisis management. The UK has a substantial financial services industry and is dependent on international trade and investment. Consequently, it cannot operate at a distance from other regulators and other similar agencies in the rest of Europe and elsewhere. The UK will continue to have a voice at the global level via organisations such as the Financial Stability Board (FSB) and the International Organisation of Security Commissions (IOSCO). EU institutions and Member States have in the past adopted these global standards and this will continue post-brexit. This will include the UK and, ideally, it should try to maintain a dialogue with the various EU institutions where there are a range of possible interpretations of international guidance. However, following brexit, this right to be consulted and involved in the decision making is likely to be lost. Nevertheless, depending on the results of the negotiations for UK’s exit from the EU, there may be continuing obligation to implement and to enforce EU Directives and Regulations in this, and other, areas. This would, of course, preclude the UK influencing these requirements. In any event, as mentioned earlier, the UK would probably wish to maintain a level of regulatory equivalence with the rest of the EU to ensure the continuing recognition by the EU of both “passporting” rights and the operation of central counterparties.

In addition, this paper considers two other significant areas which are often overlooked by both national and supra-national regulators. First is inherent in the risk of local jurisdictional “capture” of the regulators and supervisors by regulated firms. However, regulatory “capture” is more difficult the more remote the regulatory and supervisory organisations. This is particularly true for bodies such as the EU Commission and Parliament which are not only physically distant but may also be subject to an increased range of countervailing views which may negate domestic industry pressures.

Second, is the need to coordinate the improvement of culture, ethics and individual accountability within financial institutions. It is a matter of global importance that financial firms, and others, operate in accordance with the highest ethical standards and that individuals in charge of areas within these businesses are held accountable for their actions.

The over-arching purpose of close cooperation with the regulatory agencies of other jurisdictions is to demonstrate the UK’s “trustworthiness”. While it is understood that the UK will act in the interest of promoting its own financial services industry nevertheless, it will not do anything which undermines the greater international good. As John Donne recognised, this is not due to any degree of higher altru-
ism but rather the understanding that we are all inextricably connected and that harm to one may result in harm to all.

For all these reasons, post-brexit, the UK will need to ensure close and continuous liaison with the EU and its agencies. Moreover, these contacts will need to be developed and deepened since any other option presents considerable dangers and difficulties both to the UK and more globally.

2. Central Counter Parties (CCPs)

Following the financial crisis there has been a global move to encourage the development of central counterparties (CCPs) and to restrict the development of bespoke over-the-counter (OTC) financial products. A number of CCPs are currently based within EU mainland states (e.g. Eurex Clearing and Nasdaq OMX) and it is likely, post-brexit, that some CCPs involved in clearing Euro contracts will move from London to the EU.13

The collapse of Lehman’s and the near failure of AIG and the subsequent international market instability indicated that the large number of OTC contracts “had created a complex and deeply interdependent network of exposures that ultimately contributed to a build-up of systemic risk. The stresses of the crisis exposed these risks: insufficient transparency regarding counterparty exposures; inadequate collateralisation practices; cumbersome operational processes” etc.14 Consequently, the G20 group of countries issued a declaration, following their meeting in 2009 in Pittsburg, that “all standardised OTC derivative contracts should be traded on exchanges or electronic trading platforms, where appropriate, and cleared through central counterparties by end-2012 at the latest.”15

CCPs have many advantages but at the same time they present a number of significant risks since they stand behind each and every transaction. They provide a degree of certainty to counterparties but at the same time CCPs are repositories of both concentrated market and credit risks. CCPs are “highly interconnected with market participants and financial markets. Its activities or default may cause negative externalities in extreme circumstances.”16

---

14 Financial Stability Board, OTC Derivatives Reforms Progress: Report from the FSB Chairman for the G20 Leaders’ Summit, (September 2013), <http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/r_130902a.pdf?page_moved=1> the most recent failure of a CCP was the Hong Kong Futures Exchange which failed following the 1987 crash.
Moreover, CCPs are connected by an additional complex web of engagements with their members and the banking systems. The latter may provide clearing and liquidity arrangements for CCP members and for the CCP itself and additional depository and custodian services. CCP members also assist non-members by allowing access to CCPs. Finally, in a crisis banks may assist “during a default of a clearing member by helping the CCP to liquidate and hedge the defaulter’s positions and by taking over the positions of the defaulter’s clients. This may include providing prices for illiquid contracts.”

The dangers inherent in highly concentrated CCPs have been recognised including their ability to “disrupt related markets”. In addition, “potential complications are introduced if CCPs clear transactions originated outside the local market, involve counterparties from different jurisdictions, or deal with collateral located or issued in different countries or denominated in different currencies. Such internationally active CCPs require greater regulatory coordination than purely domestic ones.”

This was reinforced in 2012 when the Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems and IOSCO issued the Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (PFMIs). “The latter sets out new international standards for payment, clearing and settlement systems, including central counterparties. [The] new standards are designed to ensure that the infrastructure supporting global financial markets is more robust and thus well placed to withstand financial shocks.”

Consequently, CCPs are seen as systemically significant and supervised by national authorities within the EU and subject to European Securities and Markets Authority (ESMA) rules across the EU. In order to meet individual risks CCPs are subject to a “waterfall” series of loss absorbing schemes if members are unable to honour their contracts. These start with the CCP using its own contingency fund to meet defaults and if this is not sufficient some of the CCP’s own capital will be used before raising a levy on all surviving members and finally using its remaining capital. The success of this process will depend on both the quality of the CCP’s management and operations and the regulation and supervision of the business.

---

17 Ibid., at 9.
19 Ibid., at 110.
20 Committee on Payment and Settlement Systems (CPSS) and International Organization of Securities Commissions, Principles for Financial Market Infrastructures (April 2012), <http://www.bis.org/cpmi/publ/d101a.pdf>. This replace the three existing sets of international standards set out in the Core Principles for Systemically Important Payment Systems (2001), Recommendations for Securities Settlement Systems (2001) and Recommendations for Central Counterparties (2004). The CPSS was given a new mandate and renamed the Committee on Payments and Market Infrastructures (CPMI) in September 2014. It is worth noting that the CPMI has no legal authority or structure. It relies on its membership to carry out its mandate, (CPMI’s charter, 2014), <https://www.bis.org/cpmi/charter.pdf>.
In addition, in times of financial stress, CCPs may spread risk across markets as they seek to close out positions subject to counterparty default. This may affect other CCPs and have a destabilising cross-market and cross-border effect. These risks have been recognised and EU states hosting CCPs are required to designate a “national competent authority” (NCA) to authorise and supervise them. There are a range of potential cross-jurisdictional issues that could arise. For example, the NCA responsible for a CCP may designate that the bonds issued by a counterparty are an unacceptable security for covering margin calls. Consequently, the NCA, in its desire to protect the solvency of the CCP, may threaten the solvency of, for example, a bank in another jurisdiction. The effect could be pro-cyclical with consequential financial contagion spreading from country to country.

Consequently, the ESMA, requires NCAs to set up CCP supervisory colleges consisting of the NCAs with the closest connections with the CCP (e.g. responsible for the supervision of the clearing members of the CCP that are established in the three Member States with the largest contributions to the default fund of the CCP, supervising central securities depositories to which the CCP is linked etc. The colleges will coordinate work on areas such as stress testing, CCP capital and marginging models etc. In addition, the ESMA is a member of each college and carries out reviews of each NCA, including, in particular, the operation of the cross-jurisdictional colleges. The colleges are required to have written agreements between its members setting out the organisation and operation of the colleges. It is important that CCPs have adequate recovery and resolution plans and CCP colleges will have an important role in their development and operation.

There are eighteen CCPs within the current EU; each with its own college. The purpose of the latter are to better assess risk and to coordinate actions and spread best practice and to facilitate communication. It is recognised that “coordination of the respective regulatory authorities is essential. [However], this coordination can be

---


24 Ibid., Arts 15, 17, 49, 51 and 54.


28 See the website of one of the major NCAs: Germany’s Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht (BaFin), <http://www.bafin.de/SharedDocs/Veroeffentlichungen/EN/Fachartikel/2016/fa_bj_1603_zentrale_gegenparteien_en.html?nn=7858612&doc=7874230&bodyText3> (accessed 18th July 2016).
extremely difficult to achieve, not least because of substantive differences across legal and regulatory regimes.”

CCP failures have been rare with the most recent examples being the Hong Kong Futures Guarantee Corporation (1987), the Kuala Lumpur Commodity Clearing House (1983) and the Caisse de Liquidation (Paris) (1974). The last of these is the most interesting since the allocation of liabilities and the resolution of the CCP were complicated by a series of court actions. It is entirely possible that similar issues may arise again where the operations of an exchange and its orderly resolution cannot proceed until the respective liabilities of the parties have been determined by the courts. This builds delay and uncertainty into the process and places more responsibility on the CCP colleges of supervisors. Consequently, these bodies have an important role.

The Bank of England is the current NCA for five CCPs and its approach to supervision forms part of the EU regulation and supervisory regime. The Bank also works with other non-EU jurisdictions. However, the latter operate outside the comprehensive EU European Market Infrastructure Regulation (EMIR) structure discussed earlier in this section. Since both EU and non-EU cooperation are important the Bank of England is keen to assess “the effectiveness of the arrangements … including whether information sharing is sufficient and timely, whether collective decision making mechanisms are effective, and whether co-operation is genuine.”

Post-Brexit the UK would be designated as a “third country, (Non-EU)” and need to apply to ESMA for its CCPs to be recognised as operating with regulatory equivalence to the requirements of EMIR. Some forty-five third country (non-EU) CCPs have applied for recognition by ESMA under Article 25 of EMIR and an additional nineteen have been recognised. Without ESMA recognition UK based CCPs could

---

32 Supra, n 22, EMIR.
35 ESMA, List of central counterparties (CCPs) established in non-EEA countries which have applied for recognition under Art. 25 of Regulation (EU) No 648/2012 of the European Parliament
not provide services to EU based counterparties. While it is likely that at the time of making their applications for recognition the UK based CCPs would be able to demonstrate this level of equivalence the recognition and approval process may be lengthy. Unless a transitional period of “deemed recognition” was agreed as part of the Brexit process the interim period might be very adverse for the business prospects of the UK based CCPs.

Consequently, market forces are likely to ensure that the UK continues to comply with EU requirements in the area of CCPs. Moreover, EU legislation provides the measure of best practice for CCPs with international counterparties. Both these factors will be important in ensuring the UK’s compliance with EU CCP legislation.

3. Financial Supervision

During the recent financial crisis there were many examples where cross-border supervision of financial institutions failed. This risk continues and in particular, there is the potential for “national supervisors [to] fulfill a sub-optimal supervisory policy” in failing to take account of “cross-border externalities resulting from integrated European banking markets”.36

The issue of cross-border supervisory failures is recognised both internationally and at a European level. This has lead to international “soft” law changes and a new EU financial services regulatory architecture.

At a global level the Basel Committee on Banking Supervision restated its core principles for effective bank supervision in 2012.37 Principle 12, on consolidated supervision, sets out the basic requirement that banking groups need to be supervised on a consolidated basis with the group looked at as a whole with information provided to the consolidated supervisor on all the significant aspects of the business no matter where located. This is a particular issue when a banking group operates across one or more borders.

Principle 13 emphasises the need for close cross-border cooperation between supervisors. It involves operating supervisory colleges, regular and timely information sharing, supervisory coordination and close consultation between supervisors. It is seen, correctly, as important that cross-border supervisors share similar high standards and a shared view and understanding of the risks run by banking groups they


supervise. The supervisors also need to work in tandem on the development and operation of recovery and resolution plans. This latter aspect is considered in more detail later in this paper.

Currently, the Prudential Regulatory Authority, as part of the Bank of England, is the UK banks’ prudential supervisor. It is represented on the various supervisory colleges for cross-border European banks along with the European Central Bank and other national supervisors. Post-Brexit it is uncertain how, if at all, these arrangements would continue. Clearly, it is important that they do. The consequences, if they do not, will be greater risk to individual institutions and to financial stability. It could also result in significant economic inefficiency as supervisors place greater requirements on domestic entities in an attempt to make up for increased uncertainty due to reduced levels of cooperations.

Everything depends on there being a large element of trust between supervisors. This is especially pertinent in a system of “meta-regulation” where rules are made requiring, for example, banks to establish sound systems of risk management but it is left to the individual firms to determine how best to achieve this. However, trust between cross-border supervisors may be fragile for a range of reasons including national politics, regulatory cultures, differences in legal systems and different perspectives due to economic and regulatory competition. It is possible that banking groups may influence these views. These issues may be exacerbated by states’ less or more generous deposit protection schemes. In addition, the evidence suggests that “national supervisors have biased incentives when dealing with cross-border banks” depending on what and who is at risk. Consequently, the building of trust between supervisors is crucial.

Moreover, there has been a tendency to avoid discussing the “nuts and bolts” of supervision and to concentrate on the more high profile areas of regulation, for exam-
ple, covering capital and liquidity.45 This is of concern since, as briefly mentioned earlier, much of the important supervisory information falls outside the “hard numbers” and will, for example, include informal assessments of operating systems and the quality of senior bank staff.46 This information is not normally formally noted and its breadth and depth depends on the knowledge and experience of individual supervisors. The success of supervisory colleges will depend on the extent to which, if at all, this anecdotal information is disseminated between supervisors and the subsequent use made of this intelligence. Consequently, supervisory colleges need to foster a spirit of trust and a collegiate atmosphere. This requires trained, experience staff, and a first rate chairman and secretariat. It is reinforced by frequent, face-to-face meetings and barrier-breaching dinners together.

The structure of the European Single Supervisory Mechanism with the close involvement of the non-Euro states, such as the UK, did provide progress in this area.47 In addition, bilateral agreements in the form of memoranda of understandings can take cross-border supervision part of the way forward but, post-brexit, the supervisory task is likely to be more difficult unless stronger links are developed. If it fails the supervision of cross-border banks across Europe, including the UK, will be significantly more difficult and subject to much high risks.


Bank failures occur very fast and the steps to resolve them need to be undertaken in a matter of hours. This often takes place against a background of unrelenting political, socio-economic and financial stability concerns. The process may be further complicated as the crisis management bodies seek to protect their own reputations and those of their senior executives and boards. In parallel politicians and supervisors may try to minimise the extent of their own responsibilities.

Some financial institutions fail due to bad luck but in most instances the problems are due to poor management. This was evident in the recent financial crisis where, often, problems arose due to significant wrong business decisions and strategies. This was highlighted by the liquidity deficits which rapidly become solvency issues.48

---


---
Consequently, the reduction in the value of the assets of an insolvent bank will result in anyone who has a claim on these assets suffering losses. This is difficult enough when the bank only operates within one jurisdiction. However, this issue is magnified if the failed bank has cross-border operations since it is unlikely that assets and liabilities are perfectly matched in each jurisdiction. For example, this was highlighted in the collapse of Fortis Bank in the summer of 2008 and the lack of cooperation between the Netherlands and Belgium authorities. Although the Belgian Banking, Finance and Insurance Commission (CBFA) was in the lead coordinating supervision of the banking group there was an apparent failure to recognise the size of Fortis’ Dutch business following the acquisition of ABN-AMRO more than a year earlier. The subsequent unilateral nationalisation of the Dutch portions of the Fortis group was complicated by continuing legal proceedings in the Belgium courts.

As mentioned earlier, the key issue is that at any point in time the assets and liabilities of a cross-border financial group are unlikely to be matched within each jurisdiction. As a result, of domestic political, media and social pressures each state will do its best, quickly, to secure any assets. Information sharing with other regulators is likely to break-down and national legal obligations will come into operation. Some jurisdictions will act earlier than others depending on their recovery and resolution regimes and their perceptions of the risks posed by the business both globally and within their own control. These actions are normally undertaken very swiftly, within a matter of hours, without much, or any, prior notice. This is a particular issue for the UK with many overseas banks operating in this country and, in parallel, UK banks with businesses across the world.

In summary, national supervisors and resolution authorities are likely to be in competition with each other. They will have different levels of information about the entity in trouble and possess a range of competencies and resources. In addition, they will be subject to political, public and media pressures and will probably be working with varied legal and accounting systems. While, superficially, it may be expedient to operate an exclusively nationalistic crisis management regime the adverse consequences may be severe. The result would be a very fragmented financial system. Each business would need to be set up as a self-contained entity in each jurisdiction with its own capital, liquidity, local management and operating systems. This system of

---

49 Thomas Huertas, *Crisis, Cause, Containment and Cure*, 121–122, (Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2010).


52 Ibid., at 858.


financial autarchy would require each financial services company to maintain control systems which would have to check, “in real-time”, that assets, liabilities and potential obligations were matched within each country. They would probably need to maintain a “buffer” of unencumbered assets in each jurisdiction to ensure that, at any given moment, sufficient assets were available to meet domestic liabilities. In many ways it would mirror the exchange control arrangements that existed prior to the late 1970s in the UK. It would be safe but inefficient and it would not be conducive to enhancing trust between nations.

Consequently, crisis management cooperation is fundamental to financial institution regulation and supervision. Consequently, the Financial Stability Board has issued a number of papers providing guidance on the subject of bank recovery and resolution and has consulted on various important elements. These documents cover cooperation and information sharing, temporary financial support and continuing operational assistance following a bank resolution. However, the most important guidance is contained in a set of principles. These include the alignment of cross-border resolution powers and legal recognition of resolution actions in foreign jurisdictions. The Principles also require national resolution authorities to encourage financial institutions to adopt contractual measures such as temporary limitations on counterparty rights and developing a “bail-in” regime covering the “write-down, cancellation or conversion of debt instruments”. However, although these Principles provide useful guidance, a large cross-border banking failure is likely to be a political event and everything will depend on levels of trust. If there is a lack of trust every action by a national regulatory agency is likely to be seen as an attempt to steal a march on the other jurisdictions involved.

The EU’s Bank Recovery and Resolution Directive (BRRD) has taken forward work in this area to reduce these real risks within the EU. The UK was highly influential in developing this Directive and following a PRA consultation and implementation process it came into force in the UK early in 2015. However, post-bexit the results of this sound work may be forfeited by the UK. Consequently, no-one knows what the future structure of financial services in the UK will look like nor what will be the future relationship with the EU, in this area, going forward. However, it is unlikely that the UK’s current level of influence on the formation of EU banking and


57 Ibid., at 11–13.

58 Ibid., at 15.


financial services regulation will continue. It is possible that in order to maintain access to EU financial markets some form of “regulatory equivalence” will be necessary and this will entail the UK adopting some or all of the EU’s laws in this area going forward. Nevertheless, whatever rules are adopted the key elements will be continuing regular and frequent engagement with EU institutions, supervisors and national resolution authorities. Everything will depend on establishing and maintaining trust with these organisations if the UK is to operate a successful and coordinated cross-border recovery and resolution process.

5. Anti-Money Laundering and Sanctions Enforcement

The importance of the fight against corruption and terrorism continues to increase and both the UK and EU have important roles in this area. Just as with financial crises money laundering and sanctions infringement know no borders. National authorities responsible for combating financial crime need to cooperate with each other to be effective. In part this requires all these bodies to work to common rules and standards, to share information and to carry-out joint actions across borders. This mirrors the criminal organisations which specialise in money laundering and evading sanctions. As discussed below, while bilateral cross-border agreements are helpful these are immeasurably stronger when groups of regulators and enforcement agencies, working within an international framework, know each other and building on this trust work together as a team.

Global and EU level Common Rules and Standards

As a supra-national organisation the Financial Action Task Force (FATF) produces “soft” law “to set standards and promote effective implementation of legal, regulatory and operational measures for combating money laundering, terrorist financing and other related threats to the integrity of the international financial system.” The UK is a member of FATF. In addition, the EU Commission is a member in its own right representing “the interests of Europe as a whole.” The EU has a key role in translat-

---

65 Ibid., FATF web-site.
ing FATF rules “into a concrete and binding legislative framework”. This it has undertaken in four anti-money laundering Directives from 1990 to 2015.

The EU Commission also plays a part in trying to improve cooperation on anti-money laundering between EU states and with other European agencies such as Europol, the EU’s law enforcement agency. Nevertheless, there is always much more to do in this area to improve cooperation. All this coincides with the UK’s clear interest in encouraging a greater collegiate approach.

The EU’s aim, in the context of anti-money laundering regulation has been, not only, to put the EU on par, if not ahead of FATF requirements but also to help all EU member states meet the highest standards and to ensure that there are no weak links to be exploited by criminals. For example, this can be seen in the successful joint efforts by FATF and the EU to persuade Austria in 1999–2000 to remove “its system of anonymous savings passbooks”.

These are worthy objectives and it will be in the UK’s own interests to continue to support them post-brexit. The EU’s approach has been to establish a set of common rules and then to leave enforcement to national authorities since these are normally matters for the criminal law best left to national criminal justice systems. At the same time the EU has balanced human and privacy rights against some of the measures aimed at combating money laundering and terrorism. On occasion, in the UK, these rights have been obscured by some anti-money laundering criminal law proposals. In contrast the EU Commission and Parliament have represented bastions of liberalism to off-set some state actions.

---

It is important that the UK continues, post-brexit, to support EU actions implementing FATF requirements. It will assist UK firms and their staff with EU operations in having only one set of regulations rather than having to comply with separate, and different, UK and EU rules establishing legal equivalence. It will help ensure that the UK remains cognizant of human rights expectations in this area and it will give confidence to both EU and non-EU states that the UK continues to meet the highest standards in fighting financial crime and terrorism.

Sharing Intelligence

Supra-national agreements exist to counter money laundering and to share intelligence.74 These are important but much of the effective work is undertaken by groups of agencies working together in a spirit of trust. In addition, there are international anti-money laundering groups, such as the Egmont Group of Financial Intelligence Units, which share information. This body has some one hundred and fifty members organisations arranged into eight regional groups. Its purpose is to “follow the suspected proceeds of crime ... across different jurisdictions”.75 However, while useful, the Egmont Group’s membership is diffused. The most effective organisations work in smaller groups. To a large extent this format is found within the EU and following brexit, to continue to be effective the UK would need to recreate these arrangements.

Influenced by the UK the latest Money Laundering Directive adopts a more risk base approach in-keeping with the UK style of regulation.76 The same Directive also requires that legal entities established in EU member states provide information on beneficial ownership to their local regulators and that this information is made available to regulators in other EU states and certain specified organisations such as banks etc.77 These are very useful provisions in the fight against organised crime and it is important that access to this information is not lost as a result of brexit.

Supra-National Enforcement

The enforcement of anti-money laundering regulations is undertaken at a national level. However, where the alleged crime involves a cross-border element there may

units with the necessary resources ... while respecting fundamental rights, including the right to privacy and data protection.”


76 Supra, n 67, 4th Money Laundering Directive, Arts 6–8. There is also scope within the EU to improve the process for locating and seizing the proceeds of crime including money laundering, Emmanuel Ioannides, Fundamental principles of EU law against money laundering, 27–30, (Ashgate Publishing, Farnham, 2014).

77 Supra n 67, Art 30.
be merit in coordinated action by two or more countries particularly if the action involves financial institutions operating in a number of states. This is still an area to be developed but it could parallel the EU’s work on anti-competitive practices.78

There are similar arguments in relation to the imposition of sanctions particularly against organisations and individuals. A considerable body of useful EU case law has been established in this area.79 Cooperation and information sharing at an EU level with organisations such as Europol assists in enforcing these sanctions and ensuring that there are, for example, fewer mistakes in mis-identifying individuals.

6. Cross-Border Payment Systems

The payments system is a fundamental part of banking. This does not necessary mean that it needs to be carried out by banks but they do need to have access to it. Moreover, the EU payments “landscape is undergoing a process of continuous transformation”.80 However, the various payment arrangements continue to provide the mechanism by which the life-blood of the economy flows. Consequently, trust in the resilience of the payments system is fundamental to the stability of the financial system and the economy.81 Failures do occur and these need to be fully investigated. The most significant recent example was the nine hour failure of the Bank of England’s “Real-Time Gross Settlement” system, known as “RTGS”, on 20th October 2014.82

The importance of the strength of the payments systems, both domestically and globally was seen during the recent financial crisis when the payments system infrastructure operated without evident malfunction.83 Nevertheless work continues at the global level to improve resilience.84

Further, the EU has developed a number of arrangements to ensure an effective and robust Euro payments system. Even though the UK is not a member of the Eurozone the EU is likely to continue to be the UK’s largest trading partner. Consequently, whether or not the UK continues to be a major clearing area for Euro denominated financial contracts it will still rely on the EU’s payments systems.

For example, coming fully into effect in 2016, the Single Euro Payments Area ("SEPA") provides a fast and integrated payment system for transferring Euros around the EU and its related members such as Norway and Switzerland. The development and enhancement of the system is guided by industry practitioners as part of the European Banking Federation Payments Regulatory Expert Group (EBF PREG). In addition, the EU have developed the Target2 ("Trans-European Automated Real-time Gross Settlement Express Transfer System"). This is an updated system to settle national and cross-border Euro payments at central bank level. Some 350,000 payments with a value of just under €2½ trillion are processed using Target2 each working day, a figure which is broadly equivalent to the size of Germany’s GDP.

The outstanding claims and liabilities of all the national central banks participating in Target2 are transferred to the European Central Bank at the end of the business day, where they are netted out. The UK decided in 2011 not to participate in the Target2 project but clearly it has a close interest in it and its success.

In summary, while the UK is not a member of the Euro-zone it is still closely involved in the payments systems across the EU and it assists with technical and regulatory advice. Post-brexit the UK will still have trading and investment links with the EU. Consequently, it will need to work, if possible, with its former EU colleagues in ensuring that the technical requirements and guidance for the EU’s payment systems work for the UK as well as for the EU and that the UK is not subject to excessive access and transaction costs.

7. Regulatory Arbitrage and “Capture”

Regulation does not exist in a vacuum. It forms part of the economic structure underpinning the social and political fabric of society. Consequently, it is important to see

---

88 Ibid., ("Target2").
regulation in its political and economic context. This has been developed further in that economic decisions, which include the format and application of regulation, needs to be seen within the institutional structure within which they operate. This includes the concept of “politics as economic exchange” with governments and their agencies carrying out a process of political and economic negotiation with voters and other stakeholders.

These insights have usually been applied to areas such as fiscal policy. However, they apply equally to regulation. Regulation can impose costs on an industry and these costs may be passed onto consumers. At the same time regulation may benefit both the latter and firms within an industry by increasing consumer confidence and trust and thus both reduce transaction costs and increasing sales. In addition, regulation may act as a barrier to entry and exit from a business sector and have an effect on competition.

Consequently, firms within an industry have a keen interest in regulation and, as already mentioned, may indeed, propose more regulations. As a result regulation influences the actions of firms subject to it and is, in turn, moulded by these businesses and other key stakeholders. This leads to a risk of “regulatory capture” if the power of certain stakeholders are too great and “if there is value to be gained through political action, persons will invest resources in efforts to capture this value.”

“Regulatory capture” is a risk which is particularly relevant to the UK since the financial services industry is so financially dominant. The banking industry alone employs approximately five hundred thousand people and contributes over £31 billion (some 5% of total tax revenue) in tax each year. “Regulatory capture” in this sense is simply a view which sees a congruence of interests between the organs of the state and the industry in question. This single-view may prevail at a nation state level.
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92 Bart Nooteboom, Hans Berger and Niels Noorderhaven, Effects of Trust and Governance on Relational Risk 40 The Academy of Management Journal 308, 310 (April 1997). For example, see Coffee, supra, n 4, at 245–246. See also Michael Pollitt, The Economics of Trust, Norms and Networks 11 Business Ethics, A European Review 119, 120–122 (April 2002) setting out the importance of trust and conformity with social norms in economic growth.
As mentioned, regulatory capture in this context does not suggest any form of corruption but rather the risk that regulators start to see the world from the same perspective as the firms they regulate at the expense of the public interest. There are two primary issues with regulatory capture: first, that regulation may be too lax and not reflect the public interest and, second, that incumbent firms seek tough regulation, which they are able to sustain, as a barrier to new entrants to the industry (“every industry ... that has enough political power to utilize the state will seek to control entry”).

However, there are counter-balancing factors. While it is possible to see business working only for its own self interest, the financial services industry, for example, is not a homogeneous, monolithic enterprise. It consists of many competing firms of all sizes and interests and this diversity increases when viewed at a supra-national level. In addition, it would be wrong to see all firms as all “red in tooth and claw” fighting against the public interest. The industry does not operate in a vacuum but with competing interests both within it, and outside, encompassed by wider institutions which facilitate “social decisions to be taken through public discussion and social interchange”.

EU institutions have the advantage that they are generally more remote from national politics and subject to wider competing forces. They exist in a form favoured by James Buchanan within a high-level constitution, set-up “behind a veil of uncertainty”. There are, nevertheless, clearly issues with EU institutional actions to defend the Euro or to establish, for example, a common deposit protection fund where EU-wide economic and political factors predominate. At the same time the European Central Bank continues to accept EU government securities as part of its quantitative easing programme. However, the ECB is not alone in accepting government backed securities. The Bank of Japan government bond holding is extensive and the
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99 Andre Azevedo Alves, *No Salvation through Constitutions: Jasay versus Buchanan and Rawls* 20 Independent Review 33, 39 (Summer 2015). The “veil of uncertainty” is explained as the result which “follows directly from the fact that the interest of any person or group is much less easily identified in the choice among rules. It is much more difficult for a person to determine which of the several choice options confronted will, indeed, maximize whatever set of values that person desired to maximize.” It parallels John Rawls’ “veil of ignorance”.
100 Thomas Huertas, *Crisis, Cause, Containment and Cure*, 130–132 (Palgrave Macmillan, Basingstoke, 2010).
US Federal Reserve’s balance sheet consisted largely of government-sponsored enterprise (GSE) debt and mortgage-backed securities (MBS) issued by those GSEs.\textsuperscript{102}

A distinction needs to be drawn between “regulation” and “supervision”. The former is the process of rule-making while the latter concerns the application of these rules. Supervision, outside the Single Supervisory Mechanism, falls to national authorities where national knowledge of regulated firms, the local markets in which they operate and the political and cultural context have been seen as paramount. Conversely, much banking regulation has been developed at a supra-national level; much of it by “soft” law. However, within the EU regulation has been much more prescriptive with the so-called “single rule book” and detailed guidance.\textsuperscript{103} The regulatory architecture makes it much more difficult to “capture” the EU regulatory and supervision structure. Consequently, it is more difficult for an industry to influence a supra-national body such as the EU Commission or Parliament where a wider range of influences are likely to flourish.\textsuperscript{104}

A further aspect of “regulatory capture” is the risk that a single national regulator may develop into a “regulatory monoculture”.\textsuperscript{105} Individual national regulators may have more uniform views compared to a supra-national body which has a more diversified perspective. There is always a risk that a national regulator may develop a view that it alone is right and following a path-dependent approach to regulating build its regulatory arrangements on historical themes which may no longer be relevant nor current best practice as markets change and systems and risks evolve. A lack of diversity and challenge may produce an inwardly looking regulator with an ossified regulatory approach and unseen risks may suddenly emerge to threaten individual banks and the financial system as a whole.\textsuperscript{106}


\textsuperscript{104} This is a variant of the proposal by Pierre Boyer and Jorge Ponce, \textit{Regulatory Capture and Banking Supervision Reform} 8 Journal of Financial Stability 206 (September 2012). They suggest multiple supervisors for each institution to reduce the likelihood of “capture”.

\textsuperscript{105} See a discussion of the risks of developing a financial monoculture in a speech by Andrew Haldane in which he said that “the level playing field resulted in everyone playing the same game at the same time, often with the same ball”, \textit{Rethinking the Financial Network}, a speech given at the Financial Student Association, Amsterdam, 28th April 2009, <http://www.bankofengland.co.uk/archive/Documents/historicpubs/speeches/2009/speech386.pdf>.

At the same time it is also important to ensure a balance between “adversarial regulation” and “negotiated rule-making” since the former may miss the target or have unintended consequences due to a failure to engage with the affected industry.\footnote{David Thaw, Enlightened Regulatory Capture 89 Washington Law Review 329, 336 and 340–343 (2014).}

Further, the strength of regulation and the attitude of supervisors are factors in investment decisions by global banks in determining where to establish and develop their businesses.\footnote{David Llewellyn, Rationale for Financial Regulation, Financial Services Authority Occasional Paper No. 1, 10–11, (April 1999), <http://www.fep.up.pt/disciplinas/pgaf924/PAGAF/Texto_2_David_Llewellyn.pdf>. See also Simeon Djankov, Caralee McLiesh and Rita Ramalho, Regulation and Growth 92 Economics Letters 395–401 (2006).} There is a balance to be struck between over-regulation which may deter investment and lax regulation which undermine the credibility of the jurisdiction and the businesses that operate within its boundaries.

An important defence, provided by the EU’s system of regulation, is the construction of “administrative insulation” around the rules’ making process.\footnote{Rachel Barkow, Insulating Agencies: Avoiding Capture Through Institutional Design 89 Texas Law Review 15, 79 (2010).} There are a number of methods which may be used to achieve this including processes which balance lobbying by interest groups, removing the making of regulation from the day-to-day political process and protecting the funding of the rule-makers from political interference.

The current EU approach to making regulations may be time-consuming but it does challenge individual national agendas. National jurisdictions may be wedded to their own arrangements for a variety of reasons including regulatory hubris, a wish to avoid the political and economic costs of change and the desire to seek competitive advantage. The approach adopted by the EU frequently employs comparative research and takes account of views from all the major stakeholders balancing these positions both at the EU Commission and Parliament stages of the legislative process. The views of many countries and organisations are considered and while some of these may only be used to reinforce existing biases it provides an opportunity and process for more diverse reflection. It makes it more difficult for national regulators to be “captured” in the sense that they only see regulation through the perspective of their own established national businesses.

In addition, it is much easier to organise a small, as opposed to a large, group of industry firms to act collectively to change some regulations.\footnote{Mancur Olson, The Logic of Collective Action 33–34 (first published in 1965, 2nd ed., Harvard University Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1971), <http://outsidethetext.com/archive/Olson.pdf>. This develops an aspect of David Hume’s argument for the need for government, A Treatise of Human Nature, Book III, Part II, Section VII, 538 (original edition 1739–1740, reprinted by Oxford University Press, Oxford, 1978).} Propelled by the recent financial crisis the consolidation of financial services firms has continued apace. This industry-wide concentration may find it easier to speak with one voice in order to influence government and regulatory policy. A more fragmented industry across a number of jurisdictions is likely to find this more difficult.
Consequently, there are considerable advantages, post-brexit, in the UK continuing to adopt and implement EU Directives, Regulations and Technical Guidance. This would go beyond the need to ensure “equivalence” in order to protect EU passporting rights since it would continue to enhance UK regulatory credibility and help to ensure that there was no perception of “regulatory capture”. This would have added weight since the UK, post-brexit, is unlikely to have any influence on EU rule making.

8. Coordination on Improving Culture, Ethics and Individual Accountability

The financial crisis, the subsequent scandals involving benchmark indices and the extensive evasion of anti-money laundering and sanctions requirements revealed significant issues with corporate culture and individual ethics in banks and other financial institutions.111 These issues are corrosive and taint even those in the industry who have done no wrong.112 Clearly, these failures are not the preserve of financial services and can be found in other industries but there has been a marked occurrence of them in, for example, banking. There may be a number of reasons for this but there have been significant issues with the adequacy of corporate governance and the recruitment, training and supervision of staff at all levels and the frequent misuse of mis-aligned incentives. But, at its heart, there has been a serious lack of understanding by banks and their management of their role in, and accountability to, the society in which they operate. The Parliamentary Commission on Banking Standards, in its final report, said that “one of the most dismal features of the banking industry...was the striking limitation on the sense of personal responsibility and accountability of the leaders within the industry for the widespread failings and abuses over which they presided.”113

Supra-national guidance and subsequent regulation has a number of advantages over national rule-making. It can set common standards to be applied by all jurisdictions and the supra-national body can monitor implementation and report progress, or lack of it, essentially shaming laggard nations. This can help reduce the risk of “regulatory arbitrage” mentioned earlier. Supra-national organisations may provide high-levels of expertise (e.g. the technical areas of payments or anti-money laud-
ing), help jurisdictions subject to political inertia and, what Brummer describes as, “legislative shirking”. Legislation within the EU can also reinforce these common standards with effective sanctions. In addition, local jurisdictions may be competent to legislate and to supervise businesses established within their territories but lack the ability to regulate global markets. This is an area where supra-national policy-making may be more successful. There may be similar issues with large global companies or systemically important financial institutions. Finally, as mentioned earlier, it is more difficult for firms to influence supra-national organisations.

The Financial Stability Board has issued guidance in this area and the need for boards and senior executives to take responsibility. This is reflected, in part, in Pillar II of the EU’s Capital Requirements Directive IV. Individual EU states have gone further and taken specific action to improve senior executive and staff accountability. The EU Commission has, for example, taken action against ten cross-border banks operating in the Euro and Yen interest rate derivative markets and issued fines of almost €1.5 billion in total. It is clear that the EU Commission has the ability and will to address cross-border failures.

In addition, as the Bank of England’s Fair and Effective Markets Review points out recent important EU Regulations will improve conduct “in UK and other European fixed income, currency and commodities markets with the introduction of the Market Abuse Regulation (MAR) in 2016, and the revised Markets in Financial Instruments Directive and new Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (MiFID2) in 2017.” For example, there will be a new high level principle requiring investment firms to “act honestly, fairly and professionally and communicate in a way which is
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114 Supra n 2, 24–26.
fair, clear and not misleading, taking into account the nature of the eligible counter-
party and its business”.120

Work on developing international standards aimed at improving culture and ethics in financial services is still at a very early stage. Some EU states, such as the Netherlands, are well ahead in this area.121 The European Central Bank, as part of its development of its “Single Supervisory Mechanism” (SSM) has also started to assess the culture of the largest banks subject to the SSM.122 UK regulators have engaged with the Dutch central bank on its approach to assessing bank culture and have initiated their own actions.123 However, it is difficult to know how cooperation and development will continue in this area, at an EU level, after brexit. Nevertheless, it is important that that this cross-border work is not lost and that it is developed further for the benefit of customers, businesses and the integrity of financial markets as a whole.

However, with cross-border financial services there is more that could and should be done at a pan-European level. For example, the review undertaken as part of the Bank of England’s Fair and Effective Markets Review found that “further action [needs] to be taken to prevent the ‘recycling’ of individuals with poor conduct records between firms: the so-called ‘rolling bad apples’”.124 This may be a particular issue when individuals move across borders and firms find it difficult to obtain transparent references on these applicants from previous employers. The latter may be operating to different standards and legislation and may be exposed to different risks in providing references. These issues can only be addressed by cooperation between regulators working to common objectives, standards, procedures and regulations. The current EU structures provide a mechanism for undertaking this. There could be common standards including an obligation on an employer to provide a timely reference and that all references must be fair and accurate. There are a number of issues that would need to be resolved such as the effects of employees resigning before a disciplinary process is completed; how references should address an employer’s suspicion of employee wrong-doing which has not resolved through the disciplinary process; adverse information about a former employee which only come to light after they have left and joined a new firm and the role of financial supervisors in this process.

124 Supra, n 119, Fair and Effective Markets Review, at 62.
Many of these aspects fall within the realm of national private law. Moreover, within different EU legal systems some of these issues may present both legal, reputational and commercial risks.

There is a significant public interest in this area which is worthy of consideration at an EU-wide level. Ideally, the UK should be part of this discussion since it has much to gain, or lose, depending on the outcome. If, however, the UK is not a EU member some alternative form of cooperation will need to be devised otherwise UK based firms and their customers and markets may be exposed to risks from “rogue” individuals.125

9. Conclusion

Much has been done both nationally and globally to reduce risks to the financial system after the recent financial crisis. Nevertheless, the threats to financial stability remain acute. These risks may be mitigated by a range of measures including sound economic policies and by robust regulation and supervision. However, as noted these policies cannot be undertaken in a “national vacuum”.

John Donne, with whom this article starts, quotes from Ecclesiastes in an earlier part of his Devotions recommending that people work together in cooperation “for if they fall, the one will lift up his fellow: but woe to him that is alone when he falleth; for he hath not another to help him up.”126 Similarly, it is not possible to operate successfully in financial services without working closely with other financial service agencies in other jurisdictions. This cooperation needs to go beyond regulatory committee meetings and the exchange of papers etc. The objective is to build trust and common purpose. Doing so is more likely to transcend petty national interests and the striving for short-term advantage. There is both a pragmatic and a moral objective: if a nation tries to succeed alone and stumbles it is less likely to be assisted by others. However, if it is seen as being trustworthy it will have stored up a wealth of moral “capital” upon which it can draw in times of trouble.

The predominance of the financial connections between the UK and rest of the EU strengthens the view that here, at least, there needs to be a redoubling of effort to work

125 For example, there could be an EU, or even a global, register of senior financial services staff including data supplied by employers and accessible, with the consent of the person applying for employment, by firms seeking to recruit the individual. This has been suggested at a national level, Enhancing financial stability by improving culture in the financial services industry, Remarks by William Dudley, President and Chief Executive Office of the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, 20th October 2014 at the workshop on reforming culture and behavior in the financial services industry, at the Federal Reserve Bank of New York, New York City, <https://www.newyorkfed.org/newsevents/speeches/2014/dud141020a.html>. See also remarks made by Elizabeth Corley in Annex III: High-level summary of June industry roundtable on governance frameworks in FSB, Measures to Reduce Misconduct Risk, Second Progress Report, 24, (1st September 2016), <http://www.fsb.org/wp-content/uploads/Measures-to-reduce-misconduct-risk-Second-Progress-Report.pdf>.

126 Ecclesiastes 4:10, King James Version, in Donne, Expostulation V, 49, supra, n 1.
closely with the various EU institutions and agencies. This will help enhance trust and ensure that the UK continues to be seen as a trustworthy partner whether it be in the many operational areas mentioned earlier or by reducing the risk of “regulatory capture” and in developing the broader themes of improving ethical conduct and accountability among financial services firms.